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Original data are presented for the dielectric constant, index of 
refraction for l,ie sodium D line and density cf varying mol fractions 
of '-j'3-dibenzoyl hydrazine, -benzoyl /9 tolyl hydrazine, o-benzoyl/°-P 
chlordbenzoyl hydrazine and '- benzoyl _nitrooenzoyl hydrazine in 
dioxane and benzoyl hydrazine, diphenyl fro-diazol and azo-dibenzoyl 
in benzene at extremely low concentrations. 'rom this data tite electric 
moments of tie above molecules were calculated by means of the Debye 
equation relating electric moment to tie above experimentally determined 
cons tant s. 

PlottinC polarization values of the solutions as determined from 
the i)ebye euuation aainst moi fraction of the solute gave carves which 
showed a remarkable deviation from a straight line fi±ction in the region 
cf extremely low concentrations. To account for this abnormal variation 
of polarization a theorj is proposed which takes into accoint the classical 
laws of electrostatic charges in the presence of an electric field. At 
relatively hih concentrations the polar molecules constituting the solute 
ere assumed to be in the form of aggregates which are so oriented s to 
give a negligible resultant moment to the group. In more dilute solution 
theae a:gregates are broken up due to an energy relationship existing 
between the field and the dissociating ower of the solvent. This partial 
breaking :uç oftiae aggregates appears to take place at a definite 
concentration which has been designated by the author as the threshold 
concentration. At concentrations below the threshold concentration ther'e 
will therefore be more free molecules in solution, relative :o the total 
nutrber of molecules, than would be present at higher concentrations. 

Five postulates are offered concerning the polarization values of 
related compounds at low concentrations. 

The experimental values of the moment obtained for the tolyl, chlore 
andnitro derivatives are shown to compare favorably with the calculated 
value of the moment on the basis of addition of polar groups within the 
molecule. 

Tautomerism of the type CC-ijI 0(OH)N has been established by 
treating moments as vector quantities and assuming the total moment of the 
moLecule to be the vector sum of the constituent polar groups within the 
molecule. 

- 
The data presented in the paper represents the first series of 

related compounds to be studied at extremely low concentrations for the 
polarization values of the molecules. It is the first attempt to study and correlate such polarization values with molecular constitution. 
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LLECTPLIC ONT STUDIES CF A SEPJES 
JTT P T1rT JVTÏD 

'.)j iL J.-J,L) 

DERIVATIVES. 

rnr T 
Ii £i\CDuCTIC 

The irivestiation of molecular structure constitutes 

one of' the classical researches in the field of chemistry. 

The discovery of the electron by Sir J. J. Thomson in the 

1ttter part of the nineteenth century stimu1ated research a- 

long this line to such an extent that at the present time 

phenomena related to the electronic structure of the atom or 

molecule transcends in importance all other lines of recent 

proress in chemistry. It hos permitted the study of chemical 

reactions and atomic and molecular structure from a new 

viewpoint which has resulted in a remarkable unification of 

existing data. 

Early theories of atomic structure postulated a static 

atom, in which each electron nos supposed to occupy or os- 

cillate about a certain fixed position relative to the rest 

of the atom. his restricted an atom to a system of efinite 

electrical charc'es capable of resolution in a manner similar 

to that applied to rigid bodies. Comparison of the moment 

calculated for each a static atom and the experimentally 

observed moment should indicate the probability of thé 

correctness of the supposed thlecular structure. 

In recent years hypotheses concerning atomic structure 

have shifted toward the assumption of a dynamic atom. On this 
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assumption it is not possible to assign definite positions 

to each of the electrons relative to the: other components 

of the atom. Each atom, hovever, niay be considered on the 

basis of a definite distribution of electricity regarding 

the distribution of charge to be in proportion to the time 

factor in electronic motion. Under such restrictions the 

electrostatic effect of the charge at SOC point outside 

of the molecule vould be essentially the saae asif the 

charge were fixed at some joirt inside the orbit. s any 

electrostatic effect, due to these charges ithin the atom, 

must necessarily be studied at some distance from the 

molecule it coud seem justifiable to treat the molecule as 

a definitely oriented system of electrons. Ep assuming that 

the average position of an electron in an orbit aa.p be 

treated as the actual position of the electron in the 

aolecule of which it is a part, it should then be possible 

to calculate the location of the center of gravity of the 

electron system and of the positive charges in the molecule 

in manner similar to that applied to rigid bodies. hen 

these two centers of gra.vit: do not coincide there results an 

electric doublet in the molecule the moment of which is equal 

to the product of the distance between the two centers of 

gravity b the electric charge. 

The present aaper gives experimental data which will 

enable the calculation of this electric doublet in the 
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molecules of a ser!es of related hydrazine derivatives. 

There are available in the literature careful easurereents 

of the electric moment of a large number of molecules. The 

moments of many »rinciDal linkar'es have been established 

so that it is po-sible to calculate the probable values of 

many molecules for which experimental data is lacking. It 

would be desirble to be able to use this data in the 

correlation and prediction of the physical and chemical 

jroerties of the comDounds. From the nature of the theory 

of electric moment as applied to molecules any attempt at 

such a correlation must beín by considering the dejendence 

of the moraent upon the nature of the linkage between atoms. 

Part of the present paper is devoted to Euch theoretical 

deductions. 



THECRET ICAL 

In order to explain the temperature variation in the 

dielectric constant of various substances a:id th so-called 

"nomlous dispersiont in liquid dielectrics Debye (6) 

postulated the concept of' the dipole theory. In view of our 

present theory of atomic struotue one would expect thermal 

agitation to oppose the orientation of the molecules and at 

high temperatures orientation may be prevented even in the 

presence of a strong external field. On the basis of the 

above theory the electric moment would be a fundamental 

property of the molecule and dependent upon the arrangement 

r1i 

of the electric charges within the molecule (20). An unequal 

distribution of the positive and negative charges in a 

molecule would be revealed in the dielectric behavior of the 

substance, the electric moment of the molecule being the 

resultant of the individual doublets within the molecule. 

Debye (6) has developed a mathematical treatment of 

the subject of electric moments resulting in a formula which 

involves quantitatively the electric moment of the molecule. 

The formula nas developed by considering the behavior of a 

molecule in an externally applied field in which the system 

obeyed certain features of classical electrical theory. 

In the formal classical theory the influence of an 

insulator on an electric field is described by assuming that 

every element of volume dS acts as if it were the seat of an 

electric ioment IdS, in which I is a quantity called the 
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electric moment per unit volume or polarization of' the sub- 

stance. Consider a cylindrical cavity of srll cross section 

with the axis in the direction of the lines of force. Bring 

into the interior of the cavity a unit charge and call the 

force ctinr on this unit charge the electric intensity E. 

Imagine e section consisting of two planes close together 

and perrendicular to the lines of force, the unit charge 

being in the cavity thus formed. This charge will now e 

acted upon by a force D which differs from E due to the in- 

duced charge on the two plone surfaces. D is called the 

electric displacement and will be larger than E by an amount 

4-7r1 . Therefore 

D=E -I-+1TE (i \ L) 

The classical theory defines the dielectric constant 

E , as equal to r/. 

Equation (l represents a general relationship between 

electrical intensity I and the electric displacement D. In a 

Ve.cuum the insulator is absce nt and I O. D and E are then 

identical and = D/ 1. 

assume the electrical intensity acting upon one moi- 

ecule of the substance to be F, and that under the influence 

of this force the molecule acquires an electric moment which 

averaged over a certain length of time can be written 

in=cx0F (2) 

where oÇ is a molecular constant called the Polarizability'1 

and is characteristic of the substance in an isotropic state. 



The quantity F may be expressed by assuming a unit 

positive charge enclosed in a small sphere which is large 

compared to molecular dimensions. This charged sphere is 

then. placee between conducting plates which are relatively 

large and far apart compared to the charged sphere. The 

force acting on this unit positive charge may be treated 

as consistin of three components 

Ff*fz#F3 (3) 

where F represents the force due to the charges distributed 

uniformly on the plates the surface. density of the charge 

beine: 6? , then 

- 
=4714 (4) 

/ represents the force on the unit positive charge due to 

the presence of the dielectric between the sphere and the 

charged plates. 

first the force 

dielectric fac!:: 

layer of charge 

This force is 

It in turn consiste of two component parts, 

due to the layers of induced charge on the 

g the conducting plates, and second the 

on the surface of the small spherical cavity. 

F2=-4tTrI t.4:Y/.( 
(5) 

where I represents the electric moment per unit volume as set 

up in the dielectric by the charged plates. Equation (5) is 

derived by integration of the following surface integral 

ç 
Co S O 2 r .2r2Sin ede ' 

i js- 
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where d = an elemental portion of the surface of the sphere. 

r = the radius of the sphere. 

I cos e = I = the megnitude of the polarization per- 

pendicular to the surface of the sphere. 

e= angle between r and I. 

/LS represents the force due to the material contained within 

the small sphere. A general expression for 5 cannot be 

given and represents a complicated function dependent upon 

temperature. Issuming /= P the total force would be 

F=-4Tr4I (o) 

From a fundamental law of electrostatics, D ' 41T 

and since = -4flI we find that 

F -t- 1 (7) 

Equation (7) represents the relation existing between 

the actual force F, the electrical intensity E, and the poi- 

arization I, assuming f = O. The following treatment of 

the classical law of' Clausius and Mosotti is based upon the 

assumption that , = O. This assumption :ay lead.to 

erroneousresults when dealing with liquids of high density 

and concentration. Calculatioìs based on dilute solutions or 

gases cannot be greatly in error since the molecules are far 

apart and their interaction may thus be neglected. 

THE CLAUSIUS-hCSOTTI ETJiTION. The electric moment per 

unit volume I is equal to nm, where n is the number of mole- 

cules per cubic centimeter. Assuming F3 = O we find 
f=iE 1- 47r/3 .1 



The average moment rn, per molecule, was given as 

ra = Then by definition 

Substituting the value of I from equation (7) and 

replacing D/E by ives 

E-! 
o 

(9) 

Iquation (9) expresses the dielectric constant & in 

terms of the molecular polarizability oÇ . Since in a pure 

substance n = iid/:, where N is the Avogadro Number, d the 

density and the molecular weight, we have 

E-I .44 471'iV/ . /7 (10) 
t+L d 

where . is a quantity called the "lolr Polarization". In 

equation (10) L is a pure number and N/d is the molar 

volume. P and 0therefore have the dimensions of volume. 

Inspection of equation (lo) shows a similarity to the 

vell known Lorentz-Lorenz equation for molar refraction 

An Q - !!i:i:í ..±i. (11) 
d 

where n is the index of refraction for the sodium D line. 

the above re1tionship between E and n would be expected 

to follow from Mxwe11Ts relationship that the dielectric 

constant is associated with the square of the index of 

refrction. The aroximte constancy of P and its numerical 

identity to the inclar refraction has been demonstrated 

expericientally in the region of optical frequencies. 



The exjression P for the molar polarization in 

equation (1) has been derived on the essumption that the 

charges of which molecule is formed may b distorted by 

an externally applied electrical field to give a resultant 

moment to the molecule. If the distribution of electrical 

charges in the molecule is unsymmetrical they may be re- 

solved into electric doublets which would give the molecule 

a permanent electric momont,, . In considering the effect 

of such a moment the molecule will be treated as a rigid 

system of charges, denoting by ai its electric moment and by 

F the field intensity. 

The potential energy of an arbitrary distribution of 

charges in an external field may be calculated by consider- 

Ing a time average of the charges arid distributing them 

over every element of the orbit proportional to the time it 
takes to cover the respective element. 

Consider a -olecule with any number of charges and 

with coordinates . J. relative to a system of rec- 

tangular axes ()(,j z ) where the origin is arbitrarily 

chosen but aiay be considered within the molecule. Let 4' 

denote the potential of the external field at the origin, 

then the potential at (' 1. J ) may be written 

2 

4L' P (fL. * -- 14-) t (f + 



ayz- -,-i; 

+ -- - - - - - 
'- z)( I 

The potential energy of the o1ecule iculd '0e 

ZeL.çb =e (eL.J- ++4) 
c3Z' 

___ d 
ay?Z L 

5c.0i5) 

-I------ - (12) 

In this expression , etc., 'ust 

be considered as constants defining the field, the molecule 

being characterized by sums ranging over the products of the 

charges with. their coordinates. The quantity Ze is the 

total charge and for an uncharged molecule would be zero. In 

this case the first term of equation (12) vanishes and one 

must then consider the second term in order to exprees the 

energy by the aid cf three rolecular constants 

z e1 
f ' ( 

17 L 7' 

the sum of which may be considered as the three components of 

the electric moment , a vector quontity. 
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The field intensity E, also a vector quantity, may 

be expressed by the three rectangular components 

form 

fl(. .) 
c93 ' 

The second term in equation (12) therefore has the 

(13) 

A molecule which posesses a definite electric moment 

is called a polar molecule, the extent of polarity being 

measured by the value orA . Assuming the dissymmetry of 

the molecule being such thet a value of,,A' dcesnot exist 

then the second term of equation (12) vanishes. It will 

then be necessary to characterize the molecule by six 

con st n t E 

E;,, =. 'e 

S; = 2 
2 

033 = 

e, = 2 
'7 

&3 =eLvj(J I 

f_3, =::J )FC' 

and the energy will depend on the space variation of the 

external field. The six constants are known as the qudrup1e 

moments or the electric moments of inertia. The potential 

energy due to the electric moment exists in a homogeneous 

field only. This makes possible the measurement of the 

electric moment by means of the dielectric constant. The 

energy due to the quadruple moments exists only in a 
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non-homogeneous field nd s this can be made only relati- 

vely small within the distances covered by a molecular 

system no experimental evidence of this energy term has 

yet been observed in an external field. If a system of an 

order of symmetry can be imagined such that the six 

fnctions of the quadruple moments are equal the third 
energy term vanishes and it is then necessary to character- 
ize the mo1ecule by a fourth enery term. Mo experiments 

are known dealing with these constants. 
From equation (12) we see that if the molecule were 

oriented with the axis cf its doublet in the direction of 

F, the potential energy of the molecule would be 

(14) 

hen the axis of the dOublet makes an angle O with 

the direction of F then 

IL --_,cfcö s ô (15) 

Phen no forces are acting the number of molecules 

will , on the average, be distributed with the same pro- 

bability over all directions in space. According to 

B.oltzmants law, the number of molecules distributed with 

the axis of their doublets pointing in any given direction 

within a solid angle d.l and in a field of intensity F, 

is _(tL/)71) 
Ae ( 15) 

where A is a constant depending on the number of molecules, 

i is the Boltzman gas constant and T the abso.ute 



temperature. Introducing the condition in which the axis 

of the doublet is not in the direction F gives 

4e (17) 

The total number of uolecules obtained by integrating 

over all possible directions is then 

j 
(11F/XV,)cos& 

(18) 

and the total moment in the direction of the field is 

f 
(JIF/Kr)cÖs 

(19) 

Ac05d 
Ve therefore find the average moment in the 

direction of the field for a single molecule by solving 

the expression 

f4 
(20) 

COS 8 

where the integration is taken over all possible directions. 

Then introducing 

and since d-ri-- 
. 
d e 

andlet . = cose 
then 

3 = í L ( 21) 

íxj Ç 
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The numerator of equation (21) is the exact differ- 

ential coefficient of the denominator with respect to X. 

For the denominator 

7'xfdg 
x -) e-e. 

Differentiating with respect to x gives 

)((eXj&) (e' -e) 

which is the integral of the numerator of equation (21). 

Completing the integration of equation (21) gives 

_____ 1_ 
,a e-e 

cotj/i X - - 

(x) 

L(x) was first derived by Langevin (19) by calculat- 

Ing the value of the mean electric moment of gas molecules 

possessing a permanent electric moment. 

Plotting Langevints function against'r gives 
a practically linear relationship for sml1 values of 

For large values of "7T , the quantity approaches 

unity, and shows the saturation effect for large field 

intensities. For small field intensities the average moment 

in the direction of the field is aproxin?tely proportional 
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to the field. The field strengths used in ordinary dielec- 

tric constant ieasurements are well within this range. 

For small values of , L(x) cn be expanded 

in the series 

=- _;__-_ 
is very sm@ll, as under normal experimen- 

tal conditions, only the first term need be considered, then 

L(x)= x/3 

n d = r 

The effect of this roment produced by orientation 

of the dipoles in the field is added to the induced moment. 

Consequently the equation 777 °1 becomes 

;;;; o 
a 
F f /rF(op) (22) 

which is the total mean moment in the direction of the field. 

o 
is the polarizability by distortion and Xr the 

polarizability b orientation. The total polarization would 

therefore he 

oo 
( 23) 

Returnin to equation (8) it is evident that oÇ must 

be replaced by o( when the molecule contains a permanent 

dipole and equation (10) becomes 

L::! . 
/\ 

p - 4 rr 1 
oÇ - 4 ig , ¿L 

z d s ° ¿7( 7T 
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Equation (24) is based upon the essential supposit- 

ions that the energy of the molecule in an electric field 

can be represented as a function of no higher than the 

second degree in the field components, and that we are 

only interested in the approximately straight line portion 

of the Langevin function at low field intensities. 

The physical significance of equation (24), known as 

the flebye equation, will now be considered. Inspection of 

equation (22) shows that by setting F 1 the quantity m 

will represent the total mean moment per molecule in the 

direction of the field at unit field intensity measured in 

electro static units. Jhen multiplied y N we obtain the 

electric moment per mo]. in the direction of an internal 

field of one e.s.u. In obtaining the expression for I in 

equation (8) no account 'as taken of the effect of perm- 

anent dipoles in the molecules, and since 

770( / 

and Xci 
71=,t'i 

and replacing « by oÇ and substituting in equation (24) 

Q 4-7r/wr 
I (2) 

Equation (25) gives the relation between the molar 

polarization P and the quantity I The former is used in the 

molecular theory of dielectrics while the latter is used in 

dealing with the mathematical theory of electricity. I is 

proportional to the intensity of the field F, while P is 
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independent of the field as 1on as F is small enough to 

remain on the linear portion of the curve plotted from the 

Langevin function. 

In equation (24) the polarization is expressed as the 

sum of two terms. The first term , represents the 

polarization due to distortion of the molecule by an exter- 

nal field. Then such a distortion takes place we may assume 

that there exists a restoring force xhich is jroportiona1 

to the displaceaent. Let e represent the charge which is 

displaced a distance x from an equilibrium position by the 

field F. Then the force eF is in equilibrium with the res- 

toring force then 

eF f)( (26) 

where f is a proportionalitp constant representing inversely 

the ease of displaceaent of the charge. The moment produced 

b: the displacement would be ex. From equation (26) we 

therefore have the moment equal to ef/f . summing up all r 

such displacements in the molecule we heve 

e,L./I:=c7(OF (27) 

ien F1 = 1, then 

0(0 : 
f \ 

zc) 

Equation (28; shows that 
°<e, 

i.S a measure of the ease 

of displacement of the charges and inversely proportional 

to the quantity f rhich may be considered as a mean binding 

force acting u on the charges. 
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Equation (lo, indicates that the first term of (24) 

i. equ1 to the mo1r refraction. It is evident however, 

thit the po1ariztion orìd Lo1ar refraction must be deter- 

mined under similar conditions. Ordin:ri1y the refrtotive 

index is metsured for visi ' oie 1iht, the refraction being 

due to the displacement of electrons. This pert of the 

lolarization is usue11y desipmted s P . The dielectric 

constant is usul1y .: easured in an alternating electrical 

field, the frequency of which i low compared to that for 

light. In such a field atoms or g:oups of atoms my under- 

o disp1acernent in the tiolecu1e :nd thus contribute to the 

po1arizatior. This is usually designated as . :in1ce re- 

fraction varies with frequency the v lue of often 

determined b use of dispersion formula and extrapolation 

of to infinite wavelength. Under t1ese conditions the 

ielectric oonstart and refraction are measured under corn- 

parable conditions. A simple disersion forrnul is given by 

the expression 

>\71t_/ 
d 

in hich n is the refractive index for 1iht of wavelength 

hi1e is the wavelenyth corresonding to a character- 

istic vibration frequency in the ultraviolet region. This, 

however, does not account for , a quantity :. hich cannot 

be measured directly, hut is saall and sometimes neglected. 
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The induced polriza.tion is therefore the sum of 

The second term of equation (24) represents the poi- 

.rization due to the permanent moment of the molecule in an 

external field nd is designated as . If the molecules 

were oriented with the axis of their doublets in the dir- 

ection of the field F, the permanent moment would be 

added to the induced moment . However, orientation of the 

molecules is opposed by their thermal motion. At very high 

temperatures would practically vanish and the polariza- 

tion would consist entirely of that due to distortion of the 

molecula. On the other hand as the temperature rises the 

polarization would not approach infinity since for small 

values of T, the quantitr ill become large and the 

approximation L(x) = x/3 is no longer permissible and 

equation (24) is no longer valid since saturation effects in 

the Langevin function are beginning to occur. In ordinary 

dielectric studies this is not involved as the substance 

under investigation will become solid before the temperature 

is sufficiently low to seriously impair the results. 

It is appar.nt that in the solid state PMO since 

the moleculas would no longer be able to orient themselves 

under the influence of an external field. For the solid state 

the ecjuation 

b e co Irie s 

p= 



b1 

The determination of the molar olarization in the 

solid state would serve as a means of determining the value 

of in equation (24). The same would be true of 

molecules of zero moment regardless of the state. 

wh :re 

and 

The Debye equation is of the general form 

(29) 

P*PA 

D °A' '7',U 
Inspection of equation (29) indicates the polarization 

p, to be a linear function of the reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature. Plotting P against l/T should give a straight 

line function in which the slope of the curve would be 'b" 

and the intercept, extrapolated to l/T O, would b 

Such graphica 1 method may be used for the experimental 

determination of the value of ttbtl since 

AI =//9'xb/7.,1ì (30) 

and sabstituting the values of the constants gives 

O.6/7 xio'1T e.s.. (31) 

Solving for "b't in equation (29) and substituting this 

value in equation (3l dives 

/f:= 

( 32) 
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Then the polarization P is determined at one temper- 

ature only the value of' tiatI may be assumed to be of' the 

form -ince is snal1 compared to . Equat- 

ion (32) then becomes 

,4'= c)O/7 Xfû' f 
,%j77 :«, (33) 

in which form the Debye equation may be applied directly 

from experimental data, it being necessary to establish the 

values of P and for the molecule under investigation 

O an &:bsolute temperature T. 

As 'as previously stated the quantity E may be 

considered as identical to the molar refraction. e may 

therefore write 

p _ 
1 I k 

( 34) 
'Is_ 3 ò_1_ d 

which is a form similar to the Lorentz-Lorenz equation. 

The quantity P is experimentally defined as the molar 

polarization of a solute at infinite dilution, the solute 

being the polar and the solvent the non-polar substance. 

The quantity is therefore frequently substituted 

for P in equation (33) 

= ût c/ 7 
(35) 

The Debye eruation has been most useful in its 

applications to two component liquid systems in which the 

solvent is a non-polar substance, If both solvent and 

solute are polar substances a partial orientation will 
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result due to the proximity of the electric doublets of 

solute nd solvent. It is therefore essential to use 

solvent of zero moment vhen applying the Debye equation to 

a two component liquid cystem. Any dielectric effect will 

then have to associeted vith the solute. 

In a two component liauid system, one component of 

which is non-polar, the Debye equation may be expressed in 

the form 

e-I )'J,M1 -t1V2.M2 
F: -t-W P2 (36) 

d - 

where and M, M, and nd and are respetive1y 

the mol fractions, molecular weights and polarizations of the 

individual components. is the polarization of the mixtur 

The value of my be determined experiaentally. cfl 

be calculated from data on the pure solvent. Then 1V1 O 

equation (36) reduces to the form 

(37) 
Ei2 d 

The quantity in equation (35) ::ay then be deter- 

mined by plotting the values of f against W, and extrap- 

olating to O 

From the foregoing discussion it is apparant that the 

density, dielectric constant, and index of refraction must 

be experimentally determined for varying moi fractions of 

the substance at a temperature T and in a non-polar solvent 

in order to determine the electric moment of a molecule. 
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Values cf are then calculated for each concen- 

tration by means of the equation 

¿_/ ItYt4,-i-A/2A1 =1%/Ip, //V:,I'2 
(38) 

d 

where }' represents the polarization of the solution. 

when 'ó equation (38) becomes 

E-I N, (39) 

"&t' d 

which is the polarization of the pure solvent. Again from 

equation (38) 

P.1. (A 
' J 

which gives the molar polarization of the pure solute. 

Plotting the values thus obtained for P, a.ainst the 

corresponding values of N and extrapolating to NO gives 

the quantity of equation (35). 

haking use of the Lorentz-Lorenz equation we obtain 

in a similar manner 

R fR1-AJR (41) 
I- j1,j.2 d 

where represents the molar refraction of the solution. 

hen O we obtain 

p _!1-2j , Á'' (42) 
t', 1t+2 a 

which is the polarization of the pure solvent. 

From equation (41) 

R= ± R, - Pff (43) 
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which gives the molar refraction of the pure solute and is 

identical to the quantity - of equation (35). 

xperimental results show that , is approximately 

fifteen per cent of the value of . However, ? is small 

oompred to and the small correction thus added does 

not appreciably affEct the value of the electric moment. 

The previous discussion has been based upon the ass- 

umption that the data were taken at one given temperature 

only. Inspection of equation (29) shows it to be a first 
degree equation and therefore a straight line function for 
the two variables P and T, the slope of the curve being "b' 

and the intercept on the axis 'a" . This serves as a method 

the determination of the electric moment by what is 
knovìn s the Temperature solution ethodtt. ì3y this method 

the polarization of a solution is determined at different 
temperatures and celculated in tna aner simular to 

that Ìreviously described. These values of are plotted 
against the corresponding values of liT. The slope of the 

resultant curve will be 1bu and the intercept 'sa" of equat- 

ion (29). From this value of tlbtt the electric moment/a can 

be calculated from the relationship 

r 
The temperature solution method has received consider- 

able criticism because of the consistantly higher values of 



p E obtained nd the resu1tnt low value for the electric 

moment s compared to the v.lues obtained by other methods. 

The temperature solution method has been used for the 

determination of f by meny workers nd evidently gives 

fairly accurate values. 1hen P values are plotted against 

l/T the values obtained for "a" are not comparable numeric- 

ally to te molar refraction. hen the values for2P from 

the same set of data are plotted against l/T the observed 

Velues of uaft closely approxinate the value of the molar 

refraction. The difference between these two values for "a" 

represents the atomic polarization 

The Debye equation is derived primarily for substances 

in the gaseous state. Since substances in solution exhibit 

many of the properties and obey many of the laws of gases 

one iight redict that the Debye equation would be valid 

for solutions, especially dilute solutions. The determina- 

tion of the electric moment for substances in the gaseous 

and liquid states gives comparable results. This agreement 

together with the linear relationship observed between the 

polarization and the reciprocal of the absolute temperature 

and the similarities in the values for the induced polarisa- 

tion to those of the molar refraction provide oxperintal 

prof for the validity of the Debye theory. 

The methods of measuring dielectric constant fall 

into three general classes (26). The measurement of the 
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electric force acting through a dielectric and the result- 

nt calculation of the dielectric constant from coulomb's 

law. The determination of the velocity of propogation of 

electromagnetic waves through a medium, which is inversely 

proportional to the square root of the dielectric constant 

of the material. The maasurernent of the capacity of a con- 

denser ern1ty, C, and filled with a material, C, the di- 

electric constant of the material being given by the ratio 

c7Jc. 

The important methods in general use fail under the 

third class. The particular principle used for the deter- 

rnination of capacitance will be dependent upon the nature 

of the solution to be studied. Three general methods come 

under the third class. First, the bridge method which is a 

direct aplication of the wheatstone bridge principle (27). 

Second, the resonance method 'hich consists of two loosely 

coupled circuits containin, inductance L, capacity C, and 

resistance R. (31). At a given frequency resonance between 

the two circuits may be brought about by varying either 

conductance or caacity since for a given frequency in the 

one circuit the frequency in the other coupled circuit is 

dependent upon the relationship f5'2 . Oscillations 

are set uj in one of the circuits by means of a coupled 

high frequency electron tube oscillator and the capacity 

adjusted untill the current reaches a maximum in the 
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circuit coupled to it. Introduction of n addition1 cap- 

acity, such as a dielectric cell, requires tIie diminution 

oÍ the oririna1 capacity in order to retain resonance. 

Measurement of thevalue of this dísplacecl capacity vil1 

give the capacity of the introduced cell. Third, the heter- 

odyne beet method (32) which as used in determining the 

capacities resented in the experimental part of this paper. 

The frequency of an electron tube oscillator is de- 

pendent upon the resistance, inductance and capacit of the 

circuit. If two such oscillators are loosely coupled to an 

amplifying circuit, heats of a frequency equal to the diff- 

erence in frequenep of the two oscillators will be detected 

in the output of the amplifying circuit. hen the oscilla- 

tors are at the samw frequency no sound will be heard in the 

output. As the capacity in the circuit of one of the osci- 

lltors is either increased or decreased a note of increas- 

ing frequency may be detected and will finally pass into the 

region of inaudibility. If one oscillator is made to retain 

a given frequency, the velue of a capacity may be determined 

by the substitution method using precision condenser as 

the capacity in the variable oscillator. If the material in 

the dielectric cell has an appreciable conductance enoup,h 

energy may be absorbed to effect the frequency of the cccii- 

lating circuit. The value of the capacity thus obtained is 

not a true measure of capacity but rather that of a capacity 
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and a conductance. This error due to conductance is deren- 

dent upon the frequency used. hen extreme accuracy is de- 

sired the output of the mp1ifier may be fed into a third 

source of oscillations such s an electrically driven 

tuning fork. ihile the ear connot detect notes of less 

than about sixteen vibrations per second this third source 

of oscillations enables the detection of a difference of 

less than one vibration per second between the coupled 

oscillators due to the formation of beats. The oscillators 

are first adjusted to zero heat which indicates that the 

difference in frequency between the two oscillators is the 

same as the frequency of the tuning fork. Then either 

scillator changes frequenc:r beats will he heard, the num- 

ber of which per second corresponds to the change in fre- 

cjuency of the oscillator. An adjustment to within orte beat 

corresponds to an accuracy of one part in a million when 

the fixed oscillator has o. frequency of one-thousand kilo- 

cycles. Consequently this method serves as a very sensitive 

mean of measuring capacity. 

In general, the heterodyne beat method is the best for 

Loeasuring the capacities of gases nd liquids of negligible 

conductivity. For liquids of appreciable conductivity the 

bridge method is usually employed. The resonance method is 

particularily aplicable to liquids of considerable conduc- 

tivity. No method has yet proved so tisfoctory for liquids of 
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ads but rneclmnically are difficult to measure because of 

the inbi1ity to obtain a uniform, homogeneous 1yer be- 

tween the p1tes of the condenser. 

The theory of permanent electric monent existing in 

molecules i-as strongly opposed by rnny workers and the 

theory proposed that the induced polarization , was a 

function of the temperature. 

There are phenomena other th.n the temperature var- 

lation of the dielectric constant and of the polarization 

which would be evidence of a permanent electric moment 

existing in certain molecules. 

Drude (7) observed anornQlous dispersion for the di- 

electric constant of various liquids with waves of varying 

frequency. A study of the phyioal picture of a molecule on 

the basis of the dipole theory would lead one to assume 

that in liauids of hi.h viscosity less orientation polari- 

zation woild result with increasing frequency, a result 

verified experimentally. At high frequencies the molecule 

is no lonier able to orient itself in the relaxation time 

7' and aromolous dispersion occurs. The relaxation time is 

defined as the time required for the dipoles of the mole- 

cules to assume a random distribution after removal of an 

externally applied field. it is interesting to note that 

the molecules for which anomous dispersion have been 
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reported have been found to possess a definite moment, a 

fact vhich helps to substantiate the dipole theory. No 

substances possessin zero moment have been found which 

show nomolous dispersion in the region of radio frequency 

vve s. 

From the pL'evious theory presented one would assume 

that only a slight variation in polarization would be noted 

when a non-polar substance solidifies since under these 

conditions f=o . Small differences in polarization have 

been experimentally observed which may be due however to a 

change of density or of changes in forces not taken into 

consideration in the development of the expression for 

polarization. Then t polar substance solidifies a sharp 

drop in the dielectric ccnstant is noted and may be accoun- 

ted for on the basis that in the liçuid state the value of 

P,11 is usually large compared to the values of P-t- P, As 

a result the total polarization suffers an appreciable 

change in the transition from the liquid to the solid state. 

Errera (9) has presented experimental evidence, particular- 

uy in the case of ice, in which polar substances underwent 

a very slight change in the value of the polarization in the 

transition from the liquid to the solid state. Debye (6) has 

shown mathematically that this anomOEly could be well accoun- 

ted for on the basis of rotation of the molecule within 

the crystal lattice thus permitting orientation of the 
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ioiecu1e. 

Several methods have been employed for the deterrnln- 

ation of the electric moment of molecules other than the 

methods s previously described. The phenomena of electro- 

restriction has been. applied to the determination of th 

electric moment. IThen cas is subjected to an electric 

field contraction in volume results, the phenomena being 

knov;n as electrorestriction. A relation between the dielec- 

trio constant and electrorestriction data has been worked 

out by Lipprnann (21) 

497r P 

v;here ¿.V is the volume decrease at a constant pressure p, 

due to an electric field of intensity E, v being the 

original volume. In the presence of a permanent electric 

moment Frivold (11) has shown that the polarizability OÇ, 

to be related to Lippmanns equation in the following way 

zV I / - I o( 
-e- 
- /<71 O 

where k is the 3oltznan ::as constant. The method is only 

qualitative and gives values of the same order of magnItude 

as derived b other methods. It is useful in the qualitative 

way in showing the presence of an electric moment in mole- 

cules not easily studied by other methods. 
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The dipoles of a: polar liquid will attempt to orient 

themselves in the direction, of n external field. If' n 

external rotatin field is used the liquid will be set in 

motion and turning moment L will result. This phenomena 

has been utilized in the determination of electric moments 

of molecules and a mathematical expression developed by 

Born (3) relating the turning moment L to the electric 

mornent/ , of the molecule 

.2 
417 //UP i;z -j-/ ¿)v() 

where E is the field with a frequency of rotation uJ and 

an inner friction ' , in a spherical vessel of radius R. 

k is the Eoltzman gas constant. The method is in error due 

to molecular interaction with resultant association of the 

molecules giving an abnormally low value for the electric 

moment. 

The molecular beam method has been used extensively 

in electric moment studies by Estermann (10). This method 

involves the study of individual free molecules directly 

in an electric field and is particularily applicable to 

the study of substances insoluble iii non-polar solvents 

and possessing too low a vapor pressure to determine the 

dielectric constant in the aaseous state. The method con- 

sists of heating the substance to as high a temperature 
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as necessary in order to obttin a molecular beam of' the 

sublimated substance throucth sa11 aperture opening into 

a highly evacuated sphere. A second slit further segregates 

the beam into aseous molecules travelling in straight lines 

in the direction of the openings of the two slits. This 

segregated beam is made to pss through a non-homogeneous 

field formed betneeri a charged plete nnd wire. A molecule 

)ossessing sn electric oment in such a non-homogeneous 

field will underg deviation, the magnitude of the deviation 

being dependent ujon tIie moment of the molecule and various 

experimentally controlled factors. A study of the cross 

section of the deviated beam for intensity of distribution 

permits calculetion of the electric moment of the molecule 

by means of somewhat complicated calculations. The intensity 

distribution is difficult to obtain and the results of such 

electric moment studies are only approximate. The molecular 

beam method is of importance because of the ability to 

estimate moments in molecules which cannot be studied by 

other known methods and yet are consistent with the results 

of the Debye theory. 
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As previously stated the. heterodyne beat method was 

used to measure capacity. Two high frequency tube oscill- 

tors were constructed US1n type 12A power tubes. The 

two oscillators were coupled to a three tube resistance 

coupled amp ' lifier using type 40 tubes in the first two 

stages and a type 71-A tube in the output stage. The output 

from the 71-A tube was fed into a one-thousand cycle elec- 

trically driven tuning fork which in turn was connected to 

a vibrating diaphrasa type of radio loud speaLer. All coils 

consisted of No. 22 enameled, cotton covered, copper wire 

wound on a three inch bakelite cylinder. All wiits were 

shielded and grounded to the high potential side of the 

unit. The two oscillators were placed twenty-five feet 

apart with the coils at rittht gles. The amplifier unit 

vs located between the two oscillators. All connecting 

wires were rigidly fixed in order to maintain stabilit of 

the unit. Room temperature was maintadned constant for a 

period of several hours and the batteries connected for 

one hour previous to experimental operation. Negligible 

stray capacity effects were observed when in operation. 

The frequency of the one oscillator (Fig. 1) was 

fixed at one-thousand kilocycles by means of a Bliley X-.-cut 

quartz cryst1. The crystal was mounted as an individual 

unit in a doubly air insulated metal container. The coup- 

ling coil L consited of twenty turns and was mounted in a 
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shielded case separate from the oscillator. The condenser 

Ci ws a 5)O m..f. vricb1e ty»e radio air condenser. 10 

difficulty was experLenced in flainta:iniflg oscii1tion Of 

the unit. The variable air condenser vs adjusted to peak 

oscillation of the unit by inserting a nil1ianmieter in 

the plate circuit of the 12-A tube and adjusting to mm- 

imum plate current. 

The varioble oscillator (Fi. 2) was essentially the 

same electrical circuit as the fixed oscillator. The crystal 

was replaced b; coil L of twenty turns inductively coup- 

led to the coil L1 of sixteen turns. The condenser 04 was 

similar to condenser O of Fig. 1. The condenser O was a 

mica condenser of approximately 

It was calibrated in terms of the condenser 2 vhich vas a 

1500 m.m.f. capacity General Radio Type 222-L precision 

condenser with fifteen humdred scale divisions, each of 

vhich could be estimated to vìithin a tenth. The condenser 

03 was the dielectric cell used and was al so calibrated in 

terms of the precision condenser. The purpose of the cond- 

enser 0 was to broaden the tuning of the precision cond- 

enser. The dielectric cell was constructed from a vernier 

type of radio type air condenser, the brass pia tes of which 

were gold plated and the unit mounted on a bakelite panel 

with the shaft of the condenser in a vertical position. A 

small rod, screwed into the shaft at right angles, 
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was provided 'ith stops which perniitted the movb1e plates 

of the condenser to be p1ced at maximum or minimum velue. 

The outside movable plates were grounded in order to reduce 

stray capacity effects to a minimum. The condenser unit 

fitted into a one-hundred cubic centimeter beaker, the top 

of which had been cut off and ground so as to make an air- 

tight fit with the bakelite mounting of' the condenser. The 

beaker required about forty cubic centimeters of solution 

in order to fully cover the plates of the condenser. The 

unit fit into a jacket in a constant temperature bath, the 

attachment being made by means of two thumb screws, and 

the final connections to the oscillator unit consisting of 

two binding posts. The constant temperature bsth was main- 

tained at a temperature of 25 ± 0.05 degrees centigrade. 
The condensers and 03 were calibrated with all units in 

position. 

The amplifyin circuit (Fig. 3) was a conventional 

three stage resistance coupled type employing two type 40 

high mu tubes in the first two stages and a type 71-A power 

tube in the output stage. The coupling coils L consisted of 

ten turns each. The power output was controlled by two 

filament rheostats not shown in Fig. 3. One rheostat con- 

tuolled the filament voltage of the two type 40 tubes and 

the other the filament voltage of the type 71-A tube. 

The shielding used for the various units of the cir- 
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cuit consisted of either hetvy ga1vnized iron or aluminum 

held rigidly in poiition to prevent any variation of the 

space charge within the units since ny variation of such 

charge will alter the frequency of the osoilltor nd re- 
sult in unstable operatin conditions. The 12-A tubed in 

the oscillators were found to give best results when op- 

crated t a fi1ment voltage of four volts . Above this 
vclue htrmoriics of the fundamental operating frequency 

appear which akes the fndanenta1 note di fficult to dis- 
tinuish. The two osci11etors should he seprted s far 
as possible and the coupling coils placed at ri'ht angles 

to reduce resonance effects to a inimi. The amplifying 

unit and the fixed oscillator, if properly and indpendent1y 
shielded, may be in close proxiity without decreasing. the 

operating efficiency. The connecting wires within the units 
consisted of ITo. 18, rubber insulated copper wire, the 

units so arranc'ed as to require a ainimum of length of wire, 
especially the grid leads of the tubes. All extern@l con- 

necting wires consisted of To. 16 heavily insulated nd 

tisted wire fastened securely to aintain stability. For 

greatest stability the variable oscillator should be loosely 
coupled to arid the fixed oscillator closely coupled to the 
amplifping unit. 

Calibration of the fixed mica condenser in series with 
the precision condenser. The condenser was a ¿cod quality 
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radio type fixed mica condenser molded in bakelite nd 

listed t 25ù m.m.f. cacit. The condenser 

w.s c1ibrted in terrïs of the precision condenser by the 

substitution method all connecting wires remiin: ES in- 

tr1 units of the 'eratus durin3 the exerinent1 

work. Ferr:anent leads ;ere so arraned from the unit that 

the condenser to be calibrated and the precision condei'ser 

could be connected into the circuit with n minimum of 

motion of the connecting wires. re1i::inory ca1ibrtion 

of the mica condenser in terms of the precision condenser 

over the complete range of the 1tter showed that the 

condenser readinbT was nct a linear function of the capacity 

near the maxinum nd Lnir1m values of the precision COIl- 

denser. 11 work involving the . of te precision conden- 

ser was limited to ,use of the portion of the scle which 

ws a linear function cf the capacity. i3z r:.eans of the 

variable stir condenser 04, of Fi.. 2, it was possible to 

utilize the whole rane of the precision condenser. An 

averace of sixteen readings on the precision condenser 

save a value of 270.96 m.n.f. capacity for the fixed iica 

condenser in series with the precision condenser. All 

individual readings were within ± .25 of this average 

value. 

alibraticn of the dielectric cell. The capacity was 

determined in terms of the precision condenser by the 
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method of substitution as previously described for con- 

denser C1 of Fi. 2. The precision condeiser ws in series 

with the previously calibrated mica condenser during the 

calibration of the dielectric cell. The capacity of the 

dielectric cell was computed by means of the conventional 

formula for condensers in series. The capacity C of two 

condensers, C1 and C2, in series is given by the equation 

or 

# 

C- /c7L 

In this and all subsequent work pertaining to the 

measurement of capacitance by the substitution method the 

same initial readings were used on the precision condenser. 

This eliminated the necessity of calculating the initial 

capacity of the series condensers after the first series of 

data had been calculated. The following initial readings 

were used: 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 

8.0 . The balance for zero beats in the loud speaker was 

obtained by means of the variable air condenser which was 

equipped with a micro-vernier dial. The p.rticular values 

for the initial readincs listed above were chosen since 

they utilized the values of the precision condenser which 

was a straight line function between dial reading and 

capacity. This prevented error due to any slight variation 
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of the eleven readings gave value of 23.87 rn.m.f. capacity 

for the dielectric cell. 1l individual redin's in this 

and subsequent similar determinations of capacitance gave 

values nithin ± .25 of the averae value of the series 

of readings. 

A dielectric cell of the type described was chosen 

since errors due to lead capacity are automatically elinin- 

ated. The capacity easured with the dielectric cell at 

maximum and ainimum capacity represents purely the differ- 

once in cacity depending upon the edium between the 

plates of the condenser. No great care need be taken con- 

cernlng the amount of liquid in the cell providing the 

plates are fully immersed. 

PRE?AI.TICN OF CCMPCUNDS: 

l3enzene: kerok and Co. best grade benzene was shaken 

with concentrated sulphuric acid, washed three times with 

dilute sodium carbonate solution, three times with distilled 

water a i ìd dried over calcium oxide. It was then refluxed 

over mercury for three hours and distilled. The distillate 

was crystallized twice, each time discarding the last por- 

tions of liquid. The product was kept over sodium and 

fractiori&ted before using. The following physical constants 

were determined. rn.p. 
540 

C., b.p. 3Q,40 C., E 2.273C 

at 25° 0., = 0.87361, 11 L49781. 
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Dioxne: strnn!s best grade 1,4-dioxme ws used 

without further purification. ihe followin: physical 

constants were determined. m.p. 9.5 - 10.50 C., E - 
z)* 

2.3051 at 25° 0., 0Ç 1.02687, 1.42025. 

c(_ dibenzoyl hydrzine: This compound 'as pre- 

pared b; the action of benzoyl chloride on hydrazirie 

sulphate in a1ka1ine solution. A large excess of base 

cannot he jresent sìne it tends to forni the soluble 

sodium salt of the above com'ound. The comound v'as pur- 

ified by repeated shakinC with hot waler and filtering 

cold. he hydrazine sulhate was dissolved in water made 

alkaline with sodium hydroxide and cooled. The benzoyl 

chloride was dissolved in absolute ether snd added to the 

water solution of hydrazine su1hate in the cold. The 

solution was tested for hasicity after each addition of 

heuzoyl chloride to insure a basic medium. The condensa- 

tion product forms quite readily as a white curdy precipi- 

tate. m.p. 238° C. 

Azodibenzoyl: k solution of sodium ethoxide, prepared 

by adding sodium to absolutealcohol, was added to an 

alcoholic solution of dibenzoyl hydrazine. To this 

solution was slowly added, in the cold, an alcoholic sol- 

ution of mercuric chloride. ky careful regulation of the 

aciditl of the solution the white mercuric salt of diben- 

zoyl hydrazine was precipitated. Too basic a solution will 
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result in & e11oj precipitate which will become vthite upon 

the addition of sm11 amount of hydrochloric acid. The 

final solution should be s1ihtiy hsic. The white mercury 

s1t was filtered und shaken several tirìes . th warm water 

as :i.t is essential to re[iove all traces of 1eCtro13Ttes to 

prevent decomposition of the salt upon further treatment. 

The dried mercur, s1t ws treated with bromine in absolute 

ether and shaken with mercury to remove the excess bromine 

nd chane the mercuric bromide to insoluble mercurous 

bromide . The solution ws.s filtered nd the red solution 

of azodibenzoyl rapidly evaporated. The salt v'as crystll- 

ized three times from absolute ether. A trace of alcohol 

or vater in the ether used ill result in rapid decomposi- 

tion of the compound. The final product crystallizes in 

long red monoclinic crystals e -. silr brushed from the 

crystallizing dish leavincr a residue around the ed,e of the 

dish from hich firther crystals may be obtained. m.p. 118°C. 

The following compounds hd previously been prepared 
by one of the authors (15). 

Benzoyl hidrazine, m.p. 112° C. 

cK -henzoyl /3 -tolyl hydrazine, m.p. 220° C. 

OK _ benzoyl e.- 
, - chlorobenzoyl hydrzine, m.p. 22 

C. 

o( - henzoyl 
f' - fi - nitrobenzoyl h:drazine, m.p. 2590 

Diphenyl furo-diazol, m.p. 140° C. 
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Each of the tbove compounds was jurìfied :nd the 

e1ting points checked. 

Tables I to Vii give the exjerimental dcta nd the 

resu1t as c1cu1ted by the methods set forth in the 

theoretical discussion. Curves i to Vil were obtained by 

plotting the velues of the polarization s ordinate 

and the corresponding value of the moi fraction of the 

solute s nbscissae. golid lines indicate experimental 

values and dotted lines extrapolated values. 

Densit measurements were made with an Ostwald- 

Sprengel type pycnometer of approximately 25 c.c. capacity. 

All values were converted to density in vacuc. Indices of 

refraction were eans Bausch Lomb 

dipping refractometer at 25° 0. 

Diphenyl furo-diazol and azodibenzoyl were the only 

compounds of the seven studied which were guite soluble 

in the solvent used. iith the exception of the above two 

compounds the largest value niven in the experinental data 

for the mol fraction represents the maximum solubility of 

the compound. 

The general order of procedure in determining the 

experimental quantities in tables 1 to 711 cas as follows. 

The solutions were prepared by weighing about 40 c.c. of 

the solveflt in a 150 c.c. erienmeyer flask fitted with a 

cork stopper. The solute was weinhed in small glass vials 
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nd dropped into the flasks and shaken uni11 the compound 

was dissolved. All connections Lo the osci11tor units 

were de at least one hour 1efore using in order to estab- 

lish stability in the circuit. The caacity of the dielec- 

tric cell emty and filled with the pure solvent was 

checked with the accepted value of the cell as previously 

determined efore running the dielectric values of a series 

of solutions. The first dota taken on each of the series of 

solutions were the dielectric constants followed h. the 

determination of the densities. The indices of refraction 

for the solutions and tne pure solvent were determined 

last. The same solution was used in obtaining the above 

data, core being taken to prevent loss of solvent due to 

evaporation. 

In the determination of the dielectric constant of 

azodibeazoyl it was found necessary to remove one of the 

stationary 1ates of the dielectric cell because of the 

hiaher dielectric values of the more concentrated solutions. 

The cell with the stationary plate removed was calibrated 

in a manner similar to that previously described and 

found to have a capacity of 15.73 m.m.f. opared to the 

precision condenser. 

lecause cf the slow rate of solution o some of the 

compounds in dioxane it appeared desirable to check for 

possible chemical reaction between solute and solvent. A 
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portion of each of the salutes in which dioxane was used 

as a solvent was ecovered from solution by evaporation 

of the dioxane in ir t room temperature and the melting 

point of the recovered product comparea to that of the 

ori'in. i substance. In no case was there a difference 

noted in the melting point of the two portions. 

The method of obtaining from the experimental 

curves was somewhat varied from the conventional method. 

Ordinarily the compounds studied re sufficiently soluble 

to obtain experimental points which lie approximately on 

a straiht line when plotting polarization aainst the 

moi fraction of the solute. iith two exceptions, the moi 

fractions used in this work were extremely low and re- 

quired extrapolation methods to obtain a straight line 

function as ordinarily observed. This straight line portion 

of the cnrve may then be extrapolated to AJ.ö to obtain 

Curves 1 to Vli are plotted in this way. 

Symbolism used in the following experimental data. 

A! .:ol fraction of solute. 
- Dielectric constant of the solution. 

Density of the soluticn. 
: Index of refraction of the solution. 

f = Polarization of the solvent. 
"z = Polarization of the solute. 
4 : Polarization of solute at infinite dilution. 

Electronic IJolarization of the solute. 
g, = lolar refraction of the solvent. 

= halar refraction of the solute. 
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i jj..ji4 

___ _& 

o<-benzcyl 1Pp nitrobenzoyl hydrzine 

C//oiff /í'cOÇ/.. io) in ctioxnne. 

0,001947 2.4026 1.028b6 1.42146 744 
OOOI558 2.3845 1.02819 1.42121 758 
0.001216 2.3688 1.02788 1.42098 78]. 
0.000879 2.3532 1.02760 1.42078 815 
0.000553 2.3370 1.02729 1.42357 858 

ThBLE Vi 

Diphenyi furo-dizo1 in benzene. 

0.003335 2.3356 0.87613 1.49889 324 
0.002499 2.3208 0.87550 1.49864 323 
0.001956 2.3104 0.87507 1.49843 531 
0.001547 2.3053 0.87479 1.49832 338 
0.001215 2.2983 0.87458 149821 354 
0.000869 2.2920 0.87418 1.49809 373 

T4½L Vii 
¿zo-dibenzcy1 (,o-AJ=#-COt ) in benzene. 

0.012713 2.4323 0.38268 1.5;O6Q 239 
0.009051 2.3864 .83Q11 1.49976 240 
0.005952 . 2.3488 0.87785 1.49907 244 
0.003381 2.3167 O.87597 1.49861 248 
0.001684 2.2958 0.67475 1.49819 258 
0.000372 2.2860 0.87419 1.49803 278 
0.000544 2.2807 0,87387 1.49792 287 

Additional physici constants of the above compounds. 

Substance z& & RL 

8enzoyl 192 41 36 
o(-ß dibenzoyi 220 76 66 
c-benzoy1 -to1y1 328 90 78 
-benzoyi -ch1orobenzoyi 394 91 79 

o(-benzoyi p_p-nitrobenzoyl 736 92 80 
Diphenyl fin'o-dizo1 325 76 
½zo-dibenzoy1 247 78 b8 



Additional physical constants for the solvents. 
Solvent - _____ 

benzene 
di oxane 

26.617 26.179 
25.998 21.713 

Brief outline of computations involving .bove date. 

p ,t'l 1i7 for pure solvent. 

p .AM/V 
d for solution. 

for solute. 
2.. 

Plot P2 ainst N2 in order to get 
2.11_l 

Ail 
R for solvent. 

--Z d 

R 
*,141tN 

12. d 

± R, 

for solution. 

for solute. 

¿ . 
ô i 2 7 X / O - /E: ) T1 e . S . «. 
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Key to Fig. i - 

X = Cne-thousand kilocycle Bliley quartz cryst1. 

R1Three megohm fixed resistor. 

ci5OO m.rn.f. vrib1e air condenser. 

C2=O.5 rn.f. by-pass condenser. 

L = Three inch coil of twenty turns. 

Key to Fig. 2 - 

i=loo,:.00 ohm fixed carbon resistor. 

01= 270.96 rì.m.f. mice condenser. 

2 Deneral Radio Type 222-L precision condenser. 

C3Die1ectric cell. 

O45OC r:.rn.f. variable air condenser. 

C5O.O6 m.f. mica fixed condenser. 
O0.O0O5 m.f. mica fixed condenser. 

L1=Three inch coil of sixteen turns. 

L9 .Three inch coil of twenty turns. 

Key to Fig. 3 - 

= 0.25 mgohm carbon resistor. 

=5 megohm carbon resistor. 

o 0.01 m.f. mica fixed condenser. 

0.00025 m.f. mica fixed condenser. 

L Three inch coil of eight turns. 

H Electrically driven tuning fork. 

L.S. = Loud seaker. 
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DI CTJSSI O1' 

In the previous trentment the to1e cules composinp a 

dielectric have been considered as a system of charges 

symn'±etrcally or unsymmetrically rranged and capable of 

distortion by an externally applied field. ith the static 

atom as the bsis for molecular structure the resolution 

of charges was a simple matter. Vlith the acceptance of the 

dynamic atom the problem became more complicated, ít being 

necessary to treat the molecule as consisting of atoms in 

which the electronic charge, arbitrarily assumed to be in 

a definite lccation within the atom, could be considered 

:s proportional to the tiae spent by the electrons in the 

elemental position chosen within the atom. By assuming a 

symmetrical distribution of the positions of the charges, 

dependent on the time element as previously stated, !t 

should be possible to calculate the electric moment for 

the atomic arranaement supposed to exist in the molecule. 

The dipole moments of many rolecules have been determined 

experimentally nd as a. result many linkages and groups may 

be studied in n attempt t ification and the postulation 

of rules concerin linkaes or radicals in relation to moi- 

ecular structure. 

Electric moment studies were origins;liy considered 

as particularily adapted to the study of inorgenic compounds 

which are distinctly polar substances. The hydroaen halides 

were among the first subet ucs to be investiated and are 
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cjuite definitely o1ctr in character. It would seem apparnt 
that the center of positive chLrge is located near the 

hydrocren tom and the center of necrative charge near the 

halogen. The simplest case would be that in which the 

nuclei of the respective atoms acts as the center of charges. 

On this basis the electric moment of the hydrogen chloride 
nolecule should be of the order of magnitude of 6.06X10"8 

e.s.u. The experimentally observed value for the electric 
moment of the hydrogen chloride molecule is 1. 03X l«e. s.u. 
The cilscrepancy in this cese my be accounted for on the 

basis of the strain existing between the electric fields 
of hydroen and of chlorine ions resulting in a deformation 
of the electronic atmosphere. This deformation will be such 

to diminish the numerical value of the electric moment. 

Since the observed value of the moment is only one-sixth 
the value of the calculated moment it is evident thet the 

deformation polarization of the molecule is quite consider- 
ableand muet be taken into consideration when interpreting 
values for the electric moment, especially for inorganic 
substances. It offers, however, the only explanation of the 

discrepancy existing between experimental and observed 
values cf the electric moment. Recently Geddes and Kraus 

(14) have studied the polarization values of highly polar 
substances in benzene solution at extremely low concentra- 
tions and find large values for the electric moment, as a 
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result of which they suest the posibi1ity of' re1tive1y 
large distances 1etveen the centers of positive and negative 

ci1re with tiie molecule remaining as n ionic diìo1e. Our 

prcsent knov1ede of atoiic structure is irsufficient to 

eri1it &courate oa1cuition of this ttrction between ions 

re su1tjin iii deformation polarization. stirntes of this 
interionic ttrction iThve been ttemted ò Smyth (26) 

by calculating the effect on the displacement x, of an 

electron from the equilibrium positions possible for the 

electrons to assume due to the attractive force 
exerted on it by the proton at a distance (d -& , and the 

restoring force fx. The results of such calculations were 

highly improbable if not impossible. 

One of the classical researches from the viewpoint of 

dipole moment study has been that of the structure of the 

water molecule. The experimentally observed moment of the 

water molecule is 1.34 Debye units. There arebtwo reasonable 
structures for the water molecule. The molecule may be con- 

sidered as linear in which case the atoms are linked in the 
form h-O-H or we may consider a .. molecule in which the atoms 

are at the vertices of a triangle. Considering our present 
theory of valency it is apparant that the oxygen atom in 
the water molecule will become negatively charged and the 
hydrogen atoms positively charged thus producing two per- 
manent dipoles within the single molecule. Since electric 
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moments are vector quantities we may assign values to these 

permanent dipoleá in the direction of the linkages between 

the oxygen and hydrogen. A linear molecule with equal dis- 

tances between the oxygen and the two hydrogen atoms should 

therefore have a moment of zero. uoh a molecule with the 

dipoles diametrically opposed is at once eliminated on the 

basis of an experimentally observed moment. The assumption 

that one hydrogen atom may be farther from the oxygen atom 

than the other, thus producing a moment in a linear type 

molecule, is eliminated on the basis of mechanical instabi- 

lity. The only alternative is therefore to assun a triang- 

ular structure for the water molecule, a structure which 

would result in a permanent The electric moment of 

carbon disuiphide, carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide has 

been found experimentally to he zero. In these molecules 

one is justified in assuming a linear structure which would 

result in a zero moment from a mechanical consideration. In 

a manner similar to that in which the structure of the 

water molecule has been established the study of the elec- 

trio moment of ammonia has resulted in the establishment 

of a tetrahedral structure for the ammonia molecule. From 

the moment of methane and similar compounds the tetrahedral 

structure for tue carbon atom has been verified. 

The structure of benzene has received considerable 

attention from chemists during the past and many models 
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have been presented pertaining to its molecular structure. 

rrera (9) found the polarization of benzene at 50 Q to be 

26.71 c.c. and that of the liquid at o .5 to be 26.54 c.c., 

the difference being within the experimental error of the 

observations. Agreement of the values for the polarization 

of benzene in the liquid and solid states and the constancy 

of the polarization over trie range of temperatures within 

which the substance is liquid would tend to establish a zero 

moment for the molecule. Various relationships have been 

established qualitatively between the electric moment and 

the structure of the organic molecule. few of the more 

zeneral rales are as follows: The hydrocarbons hav a zero 

moment or at least a very small moment value. The moment of 

a hydrocarbon derivative is dependent upon the moment of 

the entering group. The moments of the substituents of a 

molecule may be considered as vector quantities, so that in 

a molecule containing several po1 groups the resultant 

moment of the molecule may be calculated from that of the 

individual groups by vector addition. LetA and be 

the respective group moments of the substituents of the 

molecule then the resultant moment of the disubstituted 

molecule will be 

-z e o 

wnere cos is the angle at which the moments and,are 
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inclined to the axis of the molecule or to each other. 

Probably the greatest value in electric moment 

studies involves the correlation of the experimentally 

determined moment to series of compounds which are related 

either chemically or structurally. In many isolated cases, 

especially inorganic compounds, the value of the electric 

moment has been used for the study of linkage and atomic 

structure. In the development of a problem on electric 

moments it is therefore desirable to choose compounds 

which are similarily constituted unless the compounds are 

of a highly polar nature. In view of the fact that consid- 

erable attention has been given to the study of hydrazine 

and its compounds in laboratory would of pri- 

mary importance to obtain data on the dielectric behavior 

of some related hydrazine derivatives. Audrieth, Nespital 

and Ulich (1) have determined the electric moment of 

hydrazine and a series of of phenyl substituted hydrazines, 

more detailed information of which will be referred to in 

a later part of the discussion. The compounds for which the 

electric moments were determined in this laboratory were 

related to the compounds studied by the above authors thus 

permitting a more significant interpretation of the results. 

One significant fact to be noted in the data presented 

in this paper is the low concentrations at which the dielec- 

tric constants of the solutions were determined. This 



necessitated a variation from the conventional method of 

plotting polarization values of the substance against moi 

fraction and extrapolating to zero moi fraction for the 

value of In determining the polarization curves in 

the present work the experimental points were located and 

a smooth curve drawn through these points. As previously 

mentioned the curves show a considerable increase in 

polarization values with decreasing concentration so that 

the curves thus drawn do not represent a straight line 

relationship between polarization and mol fraction. In 

order to obtain the conventional straight line relation- 

ship the experimental portion of èAclicurve was. extended 

such concentration as was believed to show the straight 

line relationship. r]ì1S extended curve was then extrapolated 

to infinite dilution to obtain . All extended portions 

and extrapolations o± experimental values are represented 

by dotted lines on curves i to Vil in the experimental 

part of this paper. In order to establish the validity of 

such a procedure it would be necessary for one or more of 

the series of compounds studied to be suffielently soluble 

to extend into the straight line portion of the curve. If 

curves i to Vil are examined it will be noted that all are 

similar with respect to the abnormal variation of polari- 

zation with concentration. In the case of azodibenzoyl the 

solubility was sufficient to establish the general nature 
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of the curves. The low concentrations studied were necess- 

ary because of the relative insolubility of the compounds 

in the non-polar solvents. While most investigators h.ve 

used concentrations much higher than those presented in 

this paper a few have investigated the region of low con- 

centrations (8) (27) (30). This abnormal variation of poi- 

arization with concentration has resulted in considerable 

discussion concerning its exact significance. Several 

workers (29) (33) have attempted to calculate the relation- 

ship by introducing association factors. It is difficult to 

explain on this basis since some typical non-associating 

liquids such as nitro-benzene show the same effect. If one 

examines the Debye equation for specific polarization 

___ - _____ - 
'3 9 

where n is the number of molecules per cubic centImeter, it 

is at once evident that for values of > I a negative 

value forA would be required and would have no physical 

significance. Examination of the right hand side of the 

equation ShOWS that for values of Z' which are consider- 

ably less than kT the Debye equation will be valid and/I will 

be positive in value. The Debye equation is therefore 

applicable to dilute solutions only and as the solution 

becomes more dilute the value of, would be expected to 



increase, a fact observed exeriL.ìentli>. The above reas- 

oning however, does. not account for the large change in 

polarization values at low concentrations. 

arp and Glasstone (8) suggest the possibility of 

compound formation between the solvent and solute to 

account for the abnormal variation of the polarization 

at low concentrations. In the case of compound formation 

in which a coordinate link is involved one would expect 

the polarization value to increase. The above authors 

used binary mixtures of substances which were known to 

exhibit the phenomena of compound formation. From these 

measurements the authors calculated the mass action con- 

stants of the reaction by establishing a linear relation- 

ship between the dielectric constant and. the polarization 

at infinite dilution as found by the conventional method 

of extrapolating the experimental curve. The following 

relationship was established 

Other workers have established similar relationships 

the most important being - 

(1) The mie of Jenkins (17) in which the molar pol- 

arization at infinite dilution was postulated as being a 

linear function of the reciprocal of the dielectric constant 

in compounds exhibiting no abnormal effect. 
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(2) Sugden (29) 

E-I 
ç 

TJhere k is . constant. 

(3) kuller (22) 

here k is a constant. 

It apers that no one rule can be followed, each 

set of data requiring a more or less independent rule. 

Previous workers (32) had noticed the abnormal variation 

of the polarization at low concentrations but attributed 

their results to experimental error. The establishing of 

a working formula relating polarization to dielectric 

constant would enable one to study values of' the polariz- 

ation applicable to media of the same dielectric constant. 

As previously stated the formation of a new coordinate 

link, due to molecular compound formation, would add to 

the total polarization assuming that the original molecules 

retain their original polarization value. rjhe extrapolated 

value for the polarization of the new compound represents 

the polarization of the molecular compound. No similar 

abnormality has ever been observed experimentally in the 

electron polarization of the constituents of any two 

mixtures. The difference always involves the orientation 

polarization, which would tend to support the theory of 
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compound formation. 

eoent1y Geddes and Kraus (14) studied the electric 

moment vïues of electrolytes in benzene solution at 

extremely low concentrations. They ascribed the abnormal 

polarization effect at low concentrations as being due to 

the formation of polypoles, i.e. the highly polar molecules 

formed into chains. Their results agree with cryoscopic 

measurements, using benzene and dioxane as solvents, in 

which case a high degree of association is indicated as 

the concentration increases. Fuoss and Kraus (13) have 

presented data on the conductance of solutions of elec- 

trolytes in non-polar media indicating that only a small 

fraction of the electrolyte is actuily concerned in the 

conduction. The bulk of the electrolyte is probably 

present in the form of neutral molecules or aggregates 

which do not contribute to the conduction process. tt 

higher concentrations highly complex aggregates occur, the 

degree of complexity increasing with increasing concentra- 

tion. 

There are many phenomena which would naturally be 

associated with association complexes. osmotic pressure, 

refractive index together with the dielectric constant 

would be expected to show abnormal effects as a result of 

such complexes. The Olausius-Mosotti equation and the 

Lorentz-Lorenz equation are valid for very dilute solutions 
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only in which case the value of the moÏar polarization is 

obtained for tue condition in which the molecules are in- 

finitely separated in the solvent (b). Two types of ass- 

ociation complexes may exist, the polar and non-polar. In 

the latter case the moments of the individal molecules are 

so arranged as to give a zero resultant moment to the com- 

plex. In the polar type of comjlex the dipoles retain their 

polari and continue to oscillate in an alternating field 

below a definite threshold frequency corresponding to the 

relaxation time required for the dipoles to retain random 

distribution. 

A orief discussion of the cause of association may be 

of importance. The ultimate cause of intermolecular action 

is without doubt due to stray electric forces associated 

with a condition of urisataration or secondar valence ans- 

ing from local dioies within tue molecule. A list of 

strongly asociating liquids will reveal dipoles to be pre- 

sent within the molecule, while with normal liquids dipoles 

are seldom present. ince molecular association has no 

effect upon t1e electronic or atomic polarization dielectric 

studies of compounds which exhibit no IDermanent moment would 

be of no value in studying molecular association. Therefore 

a study of the chang'e in orientation polarization with mol- 

ecular association would be of value. Since 

p ±Zí,v z) 
t4 9XT ' 
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In the case where the molecules associate in pairs to form 

poir groups the above equation becomes 

= 
(A112) 

and tiie rsultant polarization value would be doubled. he 

stability of the orientation of the molecules of the corn- 

plex would depend upon the energy of the two forms! When 

there is but little difference between the ener' y of the 

two forms , one form may readily chance into the other as 

the solution is diluted. Then the molecules are in Very 

dilute solution they should assume a random orientation 
unless they form extremely stable complexes (28). In a 

highly concentrated solution the tendency would be to form 

the non-polar type of complexes while dilution would tend 

to form the rolar type Wii±Ch would increase the polarizat- 
ion value. The energy relationships involved riiay be such 

thata thrdshold value is reached at a certain concentra- 
tion which would favor the formation of the polar typ e of 

complex. hrrera (9) has used the ratio of the polarization 
at infinite dilution to the polarization at a given con- 

centration a a measure of t1e degree of association. The 

values, however, are misleading.and do not agree with other 
methods for determininz association. The carbonyl group and 

the oxygen atom would be expected to. be active in the for- 
mation of molecular compounds or complexes because of the 
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tendency to form oxoniuri compounds. In uch cases the oxi- 

gen atom serves as the electron donor, coordination occur- 

Ing through hydroren joined to carbon. Â negative group 

attached to the carbon atom facilitates this coordination. 
In compounds sucn as quinoline there is evidence to support 

the theory that the nitrogen atom acts as the electron 
donor (8). The onange in polarizaticniiì these cases are 

due to the formation of the groups -C-H and N-H. Results 
with dioxane have not been definite, both oxygen atoms of 

the dioxane molecule robably bein capable of acting as 
an electron donor. In the latter case tíe resultant moments 

would be vectorially opposed resulting in no change in the 

polarization value. 

In view of the previous discussion as regards the ab- 

normal polarization values obtained at low concentrations 
i-L is evident that no satisfactory explanation has yet been 

offered to account for the phenomena. A possible mechanism 

is here offered. 

ne would expect a molecule possessing a ermanent 

dipole to obey the ordinary laws of electrostatics and mag- 

netirn. Cn the basis of tnis assumption one would predict 
the formation of non-polar agregates oÍ'the solute in a 

solution in which the solute molecules possessed permanent 
dipoles. If the solvent molcule.s also possessed permanent 
dipoles tue aggregates would be a mixture of solvent and 
and solute molecules. VJe will therefore limit the conditions 
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to actuEil experimental conditions in which a non-polar sol- 

vent such as benzene is used. In this case the non-polar 

aggregates may consist of two or more solute molecules 

oriented in such a way that the resultant moment of the 

group will be zero. A random orientation of such aggregates 

may also result in a group with a. slightresultant moment. 

In solution of relatively high concentration most o the 

molecules would be expected to be present in the form of 

such doublet,triplet,quadruplet, etc. groups. Due to the 

natural movement and resultant collision of the groups one 

would expect to find individual molecules present in the 

solution as a result of which the solution would have a 

definite polarization value. The picture would represent an 

equilibrium between free molecules and aggregates of moi- 

ecules. Since the experimental method is a statistical 

method we cannot find the absolute moment of s. molecule but 

an average value under given conditions. Idectric moment 

studies have shown definitely that dipole moments are a 

vectorially additive function of the molecular constitution. 

This would be expected on the basis of the theory just pre- 

sented since a group would be expected to possess about the 

same pole strength in whatever molecule it may be present 

and therefore about the same ability to form non-polar 

aggregates. This may vary slightly in molecules of different 

size due to steno hindrance. ixamination of the moment of 
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series such as the eJLcoho1s shows such a variation. 

e may next consider the possible mechanism which 

takes place as the solution is diluted. Under the influence 

of an electric field toether with the natural collisions 

of the particles these non-polar aggregates may be partially 

broken up or an actual threshold concentration may exist at 

which concentration the aggregates begin breaking up into 

individual molecules. Such a threshold concentration would 

hìave to be accounted for on the basis of an energy relation- 

ship which would probably involve the energy associated with 

the impressed electric field as weil as the energy ' associa- 

ted wi th the di spersive power of tue solvent used. Since 

such a threshold concentration evidently exists between the 

apparantly normal and abnormal polarization values one could 

apply the quantum theory to the phenomena. Assuming the 

energy relationship as suggested above to vary in discreet 

units a. certain point is reached at which a quantum of 

energy produces the difference between normal and abnormal 

polarization values. It would be interesting to investigate 

the region of threshold concentration with respect to 

strength of applied field and the solvent used and correlate 

the data with the associating power of the solvent as de- 

termined by cryoscopic methods. aven in the most dilute sol- 

uticn it is not likely that all the aggregates have been 

broken up into molecular dipoles. The calculated value of 
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the electric moment of sorne simple diatomic molecules has 

been found to be as much as twenty times as great as the 

experimentally observed value. This could partially be ncc- 

ounted for on the basis of nuclear attraction but a more 

reasonable assumption would be the formation of non-polar 

aggregates by a large percentage of the molecules. The 

hydrogen halides represent a classical example (4) of the 

variation between the calculated and the experimental value 

of the moment. If the above offer ed mechanism is correct 

then the degree of association as calculated from the poi- 

arization values at various concentrations (9) has no sig- 

nificance. It is significant that molecules possessing no 

dipole show no abnormal polarization effect at 

low concentrations. Inspection of curves l-Vil shows that 

as the moment of the molecule increases the slope of the 

polarization curve becomes greater. Another possibility 

exists on the basis of the theory presented. Various stable 

configurations of a given molecular species may be possible 

giving rise to molecules of different moment. As a result 

there may be present in the solution aggregates composed of 

these different configurations which would result in a 

polar aggregate. s before, on the basis of statistical 

behavior, the average moment would be a constant. 

Let us examine the possibility of compound formation 

as accounting for the abnormal polarization effect. Assuming 
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the possibility of compound formation in benzene as accoun- 

ti.ng for the effect the explanation in the case of d.ioxane 

would jresent sorne difficulty since in the case of the latter 

the two oxygen atoms would be involved. The dioxane would 

take up two molecules of the polar compound resulting in a 

new compound of zero moment. Since some of the rolar corn- 

pound was eliminated in the process a drop in the polari- 

zation value would be expected at low concentrations. Curves 

l-Vil show little difference when using benzene and dioxane 

as solvent. Compound formation may take place but the pre- 

dominant effect would be due to the breaking up of the non- 

polar aggregates into molecules or aggregates of a smaller 

number of molecules. The solvents benzene and dioxane are 

especially suited for comparison since they have approxi- 

mately the same molecular weight and dielectric constant 

values. 

harp and rlasstone (8) account for the abnormal pol- 

arization values at low concentration by assuming compound 

formation in which a new coordinate link has been formed. 

They have calculated the mass action constants for solut- 

ions of the type in vary ing mol fractions and 

from the law of mass action deduce the possibility of for- 

mation of the coordinate compound in increasing amounts as 

the moi fraction of becomes greater. The formation of 

this coordinate link accounts for the increase in polari- 
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ztion In the particular system listed above the possi- 

bility of a molecular compound possessing a coordinate 

link is quite plausible. iiowever, in a system involving a 

non-@ctive solvent such as benzene it is very unlikely that 
a molecular compound containing a coordinate link will be 

present. In the case of dioxare such a coordinate link 
could occur on each end of the molecule thus tying up some 

of the polar solute which would tend to reduce the polar- 
ization value rather than increase it. No abnormal vari- 
ation of electronic and atomic 1olarization lias been obser- 
ved exercimentaily. Ihe variation alwa's involves the 

orientation polarization. 
There is the possìbility that in a sufficiently strong 

electric field the non-polar aggregates would be broken down 

to a considerable extent even in fairly strbng solutions. 
field of such strength i.ould probably no longer involve the 

straight line portion of the hangevin function and satura- 
tion effects would oc involved. Another retionship to be 

studied would be that existing between the concentrations 
used relative to the solubility in the particular solvent. 
The data presented in this paper represent relatively sat- 
urated solutions in which the triieshold concentration occurs 
at a very .1.ow moi fraction comDared to that for solutes 
wtiich are fairly soluble in the solvent used. Table Vili 
gives a summary of the moments obtained by the conventional 
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method (column 1) and the value of the moments from the 

experimental value of the Polarization at infinite dilution 

(column 2. Column gives the ratio of the latter to the 

former values for the electric moment. 

ubstance /e,pt ______ 

CNcO. '?7'2. 

to ,ljN'WH, cO 

71f/.1r/1,co.ç.cu13 

ç ii3ô. 1(-/'2fH. Co.C4. 
," ',tÍ=A/ t O. c 

c/V-A'C. 

2.69 5.27 1.22 
2.63 3.35 1.27 
3.38 4.01 1.18 
3.82 4.47 1.17 
5.57 6.48 1.16 
2.55 3.33 1.17 
3.40 4.16 1.20 

Table V.11 

From the above data the fol1owin postulates seem 

enerai1y applicable or a related series of compounds in 

dilute solutions: 

1 - F'or each substance possessing a positive electric 

moment there exists a threshold concentration below 

which abnormal polarization effects are observed. 

2 - uìhe slope of the polarization curve increases with 

increasing value of the electric moment. 

S - The ratio of the polarization value at zero concen- 

tration to the value at the threshold concentra- 

tion is sensibly a constant. 

4 - 1 mathematical relationship may be established 

between the dielectric constant and polarization. 

S - Jrom the above relationships predictions may be 

made concerning a given molecular species. 
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There are available in tue literature measurements of 

dipo1emornen.t of a large number of substences from which 

tne moments of many principal linkages have been calculated. 

Dipole moments are usually associated with ionic binding 

between unlike molecules. It is apparant that in the homo- 

polar type of linkage, as between like atoms, a dipole 

moment would not exist. It would be m turai to assume that 

the bonding will predominate which has the lowest energy 

level. auling (23) has estimated the energy of atomic lin- 

kages on the assumption that atomic binding energies are 

additive arid is a logical assumption providing the lin- 

kages in tuat molecule are purely of the a tomic type. Born 

and hayer (4) have calculated the ionic binding energy 

considering it the sum of the Coulomb term, the Van der 

aals term and tne repulsive potential term, tuese terms 

being recorded for many ions and estimated in the case of 

others. An interesting relationship tias been found to exist 

between atomic radii and the type of atomic ûinding which 

has resulted in the postulation of a rule for determining 

the type of binding which predominates i a linkage. ttThe 

type of binding which prevails is that which gives the 

smallest internuclear distance?t. When the ionic and atomic 

radii are about the same a mixed type of binding would be 

expected. Experimentally it has been found that the diff- 

erence between the radii of hydrogen as an atom and as an 
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ion is small while the corresponding difference for the 

alkali metals is large. Gxìe would therefore predict 

hydrogen halides to consist predominantly of an atomic 

type of linkage and the alkali metal halides of the ionic 

type oÍ' linkage. A study of the calculated and observed 

bonding energies for the molecules substantiates this 

prediction. It also follows from the previous rule that 

where the energies due to the type of binding are quite 

different then. the internuclear distance of the molecule in 

the higher state is probably much greater than that for the 

molecule in the lower state. Electronic transitions would 

be expected to occur from the lower to the upper state and 

when the transition takes place so that the electron is 

transferred to the highest level of the upper state diss- 

ociation into atoms niaj result. In the case of potassium 

chloride only a continuous spectrum is observed in absorp- 

tion while with potassium brornide a band spectrum is obser- 

ved. This fact may be accounted for on the basis of trans- 

ition of electrons which in some cases r esult in dissocia- 

tion into atoms while in other cases this does not occur. 

The mathn significance of dipole moments would be in conn- 

ection with the ionic tye of binding. Dipole moments must 

be measured in the gaseous state or in solvents which do 

not favor ionic binding and therefore gives very little 

information concerning electrolytes. tonds involving the 
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carbon to carbon or carbon to hydrogen linkage are almost 

purely of the atomic type and have negligible moments. The 

nol-keto form of tautomerism shows that it is easier for 

oxygen than for carbon to become an ion. 

.lectric moment studies have been a most important 

source of information concerning free rotation of bonds. 

The conventional stereochemical formulae oÍ' the organic 

chemist do not show the configuration of the molecules 

with respect to retation about an individual bond, it 
usually being assumed that such rotation was free except 

where steno hindrance was involved. Hjedahl (16) was 

one of the first investigators to correlate electric mom- 

exit withi free rotation. The relationship was developed in 
attempting to explain the existance of an electric moment 

in molecules of the type OX4, where X is an atomic group 

containing an electron momenb component perpendicular to 

the axis cf rotation of the molecule. o hemical energy is 
associated with each bond, with an equilibrium between the 
nuclei of the molecule and a binding force constant all of 
which appear to be practically independent of interaction 
between bonds. The ability to detect the presence of a 

degree of internal freedom, as a free rotation, by the 
temperature variation of the electric moment (4) led to 
the investigation of molecules with more than one degree 
of internal freedom. The conventional procedure is to 



calculate the moment for various possibilities of free ro- 

tation and compare the calculated to the experimentally 

observed value. The results of such calculation show that 

tlìe ordinary picture of bonds as suggested by the classical 

theory and Pauling's theory (23) of quantum resonance are 

both involved. In the classical chemical theory the conven- 

tional Lewis structure has been retained while the quantum 

resonance theory indicates that such a picture does not 

consistently represent the facts. The transition from pure 

ionic to pure covlent binding may occur in discreet units 

rather than continuously. In the presence of two or more 

polar groups in a molecule it would seem evident that free 

rotation would not be possible due to the fields of force 

which would be exerted ori each other. The relative orlen- 

tation would then be dependent on the kinetic energy and the 

vector sum of the polar groups would therefore be a function 

of the temperature. y use of electric moment values 

tergmann, Engel and Sandor (2) have postulated a trans con- 

figuration in the azo compounds. The hydrazo compounds were 

assumed to possess a similar trans configuration because of 

the similarity of the two in forming mixed crystals. Since 

hydrazine possess a moment of 1.83 Debye units (1) an un- 

symmetrical molecular structure must be assigned it. To 

account for this relatively large value for the moment of 

hydrazine the following structure has been assigned it 
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F 1g. 4 

Due to interaction of fields it is not likely that 

free rota tian occurs in the hydrazine molecule. 

Another phenomena which has had wide application from 

electric moment studies is that of resonance between atoms. 

idgwick (25) suggests that compound formation might be 

regarded as due to resonance between two states possessing 

similar energies. In the case of an ether halide compound 

the classical representation of coordinated hydrogen would 

be R20-*H.0X3 $ Sidgwick proposes the structure 

Pn 14-'V -. 
2 ¿ 

energy state 1 

LX3 

energy state 2 

The difference in the states are due to movement of two 

pairs of electrons, there being no movement of atoms. An 

important case of resonance is that in which a conjugated 

system is involved, especially in an unsaturated hydrocarbon. 

In the ordinary form as -O-X-Y there can be resonance and 
s,_\ 

also an excited state -C-CX-Y which will set up' a moment 

with the positive pole towards the group r The possibility 
t /_., 

would also exist -G-GX-Y in which the negative pole is to- 

wards the group. 



In discussing resonance in thetype of compounds 

presented in this paper it is highly importent to consider 

the configuration of the parent compound, hydrazine. As 

previously stated it is not likely that free rotation 

occurs about the bond connecting the two nitrogen atoms. 

This limits the discussion of resonance to the substituents 

found in the molecule of a sabstituted hydrazine derivative. 

The electric moments of the following compounds has been 

determined as listed (1) 

Substance Iomentin D. U. 

Hydrazine 1.84 
Phenyl hydrazine 1.72 
o(-p' diphenyl hydrazine 

The above compounds contain the phenyl group in place 

of the benzoyl group as found in the compounds presented in 

this paper. Unfortunately no data are given for low con- 

centrations so that the rules a previously postulated 

cannot be applied to the above data. 

Resonance between atoms has been weil established by 

the organic chemist. Let us first examine the value of the 

moment for phenyl hydrazine and compare the value to that 

for benzoyl hydrazine in an attempt to show the presence 

of resonance of the type -CO-NH- -C(OH)N- , which may 

be considered as an actual atomic transfer or merely an 

electron pair transfer. From Fig. 4 it is apparant that the 

vector moments of the anine groups do not act along the line 



joining the two nitrogen atoms. The configuration may be 

represented by 

Fig. 5 

The direction of the dipole is indicated by the arrow. In 

the hydrazine type of compound tbe nitrogen atom has a lone 

pair of electrons and shares síx electron.s with three other 

atoms. Sidgwick et. al. (24) have suggested a vectorial 

notation for dipOle moments, hydrazirie having the form 

II-1V -N/1 
n" 

Fig. 6 

which shows at once the positive end of the dipole and its 

direction. The dipole moment cf a group may be considered 

as a measure of the tendency of the group to attract or 

repel electrons. The large moment of the -1'C2 group in- 

dicates a tendency to draw electrons toward it from the 

residue to which it is attached. The same tendency is shown 

to a lesser degree by the groups -CH, and -Cl. The groups 

-CH3, and -NH2 have dipoles of opposite sign and may be re- 

garded as possessing the tendency to repel electrons. It 

appears strange that the nit group does not have a vector 

moment at an angle to the group as in -NH2, but gives a 

moment acting in the same direction as the line joining 

the group to the nucleus. In the nitro group all eight 



of the electrons o± the nitrogen octet are shered which 

must result in a synmetrical configuration - 

rflle above configuration must mean that the group contains 

a pair of electrons which oscillates between the two 

_O ____ oxygen a toms -N ç- :;:? -/tÍ - -) e 

o 'o 
Since the method for determining moments is a statistical 

one there is a resultant symmetry in the nitro group. 

The fol1owin group .roments arc characteristic of 

molecules, treatìng moments as vector cjuantities. 

+rou Moment G-ro Moment 

1.5 D. U. -CH3 0.4 D. U. 
-OH 1.6 " -Cl 1.5 " 

-CC 2.3 " IO2 39 fl 

In a molecule such a phenyl hydrazine one would 

expect the primary a.:ine roup to be the contributing 

factor toward the elctric moment. In the benzoyl hydrzine 

molecule the additional polar group )CO is involved 

which should increase the total moment of the molecule as 

compared to phenyl iìydrazine. If a form of tautomerism 

exists in the group -CO-hM- -C(CH)=N- then the con- 

tributing factor to the moment of the molecule would be the 

groups >C and -c(/i) depending upon the equilibrium 

ratio between the two forms. A simple calculation shows the 

following relationship 

/.b 8 
«c/),V-,VM. 

3 / o ¿L f.5 . . 



The above v1ues are calculated ne1ecting any in- 

fluence the residual portion of the molecule may have upon 

the total moment. Phenyl hydrazine posse$ses a moment of 

1.7 Debye LflltS which indicates that the -H2 group is the 

contributing factor in the molecule. In the case of a form 

of tautornerism as above suggested one would expect the 

moment of benzoyl h drazine to have a value less than 3.8 

and greater than 3.1 Debye Jnits. The experimentally ob- 

served moment is 2.7 Debye Units, a value smaller then the 

predicted value assuming the constituent moments of the 

molecule to be vectorially in the same direction and no 

effect due to s eric hindrance. I is evident that he 

double bond between the carbon and the nitrogen will 

effect. the momeit. Also no account ws takem of the an- 

guiar relationship of the group oments and the fact that 

the H2 and -02 groups are opposed. In view of the 

limitations of our present knowledge concerning the last 

mentioned facts it is beyond our ability to take them 

into consideration. A qualitative examination of the above 

values will show that a probable resonance occurs in the 

-00-NH- group under the conditions in vhich the work was 

conducted. There is chemical evidence which shows the 

above resonance as all tiie compounds containing the above 

group tend to be acidic in nature. 

The interpretation of the moment value of the di- 
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benzoi compound i difficult because cf the angular re- 

1tioristiips involved. It is interesting to note however 

that, tue difference between the electric moment of benzoyl 

hjdrazine &nd phenyl hdrazine is approxiirite1y t ' iC same 

as that between the o'- disubstituted hydrazines 
SIo7Th"7?N -C#-.ii-/iiH ___________4 ------ g7 1.7 

/4, . t-o. 7jff/-/. ' «. - 4 fly iiW. i/Yc ,'/ 

/i5 /./ 
This WOUi tEnd to snow the factui of steno hindrance en- 
terin into the configuration of the molecule, the nela- 
tively large çiEenyL groups causing the two vector moments of 
the molecule to increase the angular distance between them 

resulting in a more complete neutralization of the moments. 

iext consider the chioro, nitro and tolyl derivatives 
of tne compounds studied. These three compounds represent 
a rntural series in which the methyl group is vcctonially 
opposite to tue chioro and nitro groups in respect to the 
contribution cf the group mor:ients to the total moment of 
tue molecule. Following are the calculated and experirnen- 
tally observed moments of tiie tie moleculE s, considering 
o- f3 Jibenzoyl Ilydrazine as the parent substance. 

-f- C.,!3 obse.t1ed ---- 
...', o.',- 3.0 

C/ICo.)1N,ilN, ¿.öC N- 
I 3 . 

1- 7702. 

-'z--;---------- -:---- = . , .- ,_: 
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Examination of the above calculated d.ata shows that 

in the ease of tie uethy1 substitution product the cal- 

culate moment is less than the observed moment while in 

the chioro nd nitro substitution products the calculated 

moment is greater than the observed moment. This is to be 

expected because of the angular relationship involved in 

the hydrazine molecule and the fact that the methyl group 

is vectorially opposite to the chloro and níto groups. 

The electric moment values for diphenyl furo- 

diazol and azodibenzoyl are difficult to interpret. The 

moment of azodibenzoyl might reasonably be expected to 

be greater than the value of the i-fl clibenzoyl hydrazine 

because of tIie presence cf the carbonyl groups without an 

adjoining hydrogen to produce the phenomena of resonance. 

Since the value of the carbonyl group is 2.3 compared to 

the value of 1.6 for the hydroxyl group the value of the 

moment for azodibenzoyl might reasonably be greater than 

the observed value of of 2.85 Debye Units. 

Ihe phenomena of variation of moment with solvent 

lias been observed in. many types of molecules and has led 

to considerable investiration concerning the influence of 

the solvent on the value of the moment (12). Experimental 

data seems to indicate that this variation of moment with 

solvent is not characteristic of any particular type of 

molecule, the effect in most cases being of the order of 
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magnitude of the experimental error. Association and sol- 

vation have been suggested as the contributing factors in 

this anomalous variation and could possibly account for 

a considerable portion of the variation. iuller (22) has 

found that the moment of a molecule is dependent upon and 

a function of the dielectric constant of the solvent. His 

method was to use solvents of varying dielectric constant 

and by plotting the dielectric constant of the solvent 

against the relative values of the polarization with res- 

pect to the gaseous state was able to set up the empirical 

relati onship 

j - C 

where (J = 0.075 ± 0.205 

The above empirical relationship enables one to obtain 

the values of the moment in the gaseous state by obtain- 

ing the values for the moment in various non-polar solvents 

and extending the curve so obtained in order to obtain the 

desired value. 

The solvent also affects the character of the binding, 

some solvents favoring ionic binding and others atomic 

binding. For an ion of radius a and charge e the change of 

energy upon immersion into a homogeneous medium of diel- 

ectric constant k would be 

S 2. E1, 
,' 



For the energy of formation of a molecule in such a 

medium from gaseous ions we would have 

.162. e2 
r 

where r = 2a. 

Inspection of the above equation vill show that for 

large values of K the energy of formation is greatly in- 

creased for similar molecules in air. since water is a 

solvent pôssessing a relatively high dielectric value 

one would expect a water solution to favor the ionic type 

of binding. 

No definite relationship has been found to exist be- 

tween the three contributing factors to the total polar- 

ization, i.e. the electronic, atomic and orientation 

polarizations. The electronic polarization is often 

evaluated from the index of refraction of the sodium D 

line rather than by the use of a dispersion formula. This 

procedure introduces but slight error in the calculation 

of the moment. In the particular compounds studied in this 

paper data were riot available for the calculation of the 

electronic polarization by means of a dispersion formula 

as a result of which the value for the index of refraction 

for the sodium D line was used. Since the compounds studied. 

had an appreciable moment this procedure involved but 

slight error. 



SUviMARY 

Grigiri1 data re presented for the dielectric con- 

stant, index of refraction for tie sodium D line and den- 

sity of varying moi fractions o± d-/. dibenzoyl hydrazine, 

( - benzoyl 
-. 

tolyl hydrazine , o -benzoYlpchlorobenzo3Tl 

hydrazine and ,( benzoyl hydrazine in 

dioxane txid benzoyl hydrazine, diphenyl furo-diazol and 

azo-dibenzoyl in benzene at extremely low concentraticns. 

From this data the electric moments of the above oiecules 

were calculated by means of the Debye ecivation relating 

electric moment to the above experimentally determined 

constants. 

Plotting polarization values of the solutions as 

ordinate and moi fraction of the solute as abscissae gave 

curves which showed an abnormal relationship at low 

concentrations. À theory is postulated to account for the 

abnormal variation of polarization with concentration 

which takes into account classical laws of electrostatic 

charges in an electric field. At relatively high con- 

centrations the polar molecules are assumed to form 

aggregates which may have a zero cr a small resultant 

moment. In more dilute solution these aggregates break 

up therby causing an increase in the observed. polarization 

value. The threshold concentration is defined as the 

concentration at which abnormal polarization values begin. 

Five postulates are offered concerning the 
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polarization values of related compounds at low concentr 

t 10 n s. 

Resonance of the type -00-NH- -0(OH)N- has been 

established by treating morents as vector quantities and 

assuming the total moment of a molecule to be the vector 

süm of the constituent polar groups within the molecule. 

The experimental values of the moment obtained for 

tolyl, chloro and nitro derivatives are shown to compare 

favorably with the calculated value of the moment of the 

compound on the basis of addition of polar groups within 

the molecule. 

Compound formation is not likely to take place 

in benzene solution. If compound formation occurs in 

dioxane it nas been shown by deductive reasoning that 

the polarization value would decrease rather than increase. 

A more critical investigation in the regions of low 

conoentrations would be of major importance in order to 

determine the true value of the polarization to be used 

in calculating the moment of a molecule. 

The data pesented in the present paper represents 

the first series of related compounds to be studied at 

low concentrations for the polarization values of the 

mo 1 e o u 1 e s. 
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